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Using data to make the
cloud journey your own

CLOUD ASSESSMENT

Take the cloud readiness assessment
Your simplified, data-driven path to the cloud

System upgrades are usually seen as complex and intimidating, but with a bit of preparation your transition to the cloud may be 
simpler than you ever thought possible. Our free Cloud Readiness Assessment provides a detailed analysis of your system that 
helps you discover the benefits of cloud software for your company, then gives you a potential route for getting there.

The information from the assessment reveals a personalized snapshot of how you are using data, your current customizations,  
and the complexity of your solution footprint. That insight will help us recommend the best route for transitioning from your 
current on-premises or single-tenant cloud solution to the multi-tenant cloud.The secure, read-only assessment is performed 
outside of business hours so it doesn’t interfere with your other daily tasks. We do not see or collect any personal information as 
part of the assessment.

Data’s significance on your cloud journey



Infor builds business software for specific industries in the cloud. With 16,500 employees  
and over 90,000 customers in more than 170 countries, Infor software is designed for progress.  
To learn more, please visit www.infor.com.
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CO N TA C T U S
Follow us :

STEP 1
Introduction to  
the program
Meeting to review the 
complete engagement process 
and assessment value

STEP 2
Readiness assessment 
A data assessment conducted 
outside of business hours, 
typically taking a few days or 
weeks depending on the size of 
your organization and dataset

STEP 3
Workshop
A detailed review of the 
assessment results with input 
from your process owners 
and subject matter experts, 
typically taking two to five days

STEP 4
Executive summary  
of findings 
Final presentation of assessment 
results complete with a data-
driven cloud transition strategy

What you get

After analyzing your data assessment results, we will  
prepare a proposal for upgrading your solution to the cloud. 
During a post-assessment workshop, we will confirm the 
proposed solution and discuss the opportunities that cloud 
deployment will bring to your organization. We will discuss the 
total cost of ownership, identify a major outcome that you could 
achieve, and discuss other potential process improvements. 
Following that, a statement of work is created which includes 
the timeline, integration, phasing, risk containment, and a 
confirmation of the proposal.

True collaboration and partnership

Now is the time to move to the multi-tenant cloud, and it’s 
simpler then ever. If your organization is still operating on-
premises applications, you could be hampering your ability to 
stay current with market and industry trends. You could also be 
limiting your organization’s agility to evolve business models 
and pursue new opportunities. 

Take the next step and begin your assessment today.  
It’s our goal to help simplify your transition to the cloud.

Process

  Expanding our relationship with Infor was an easy 
choice, as we strive to provide our teams with 
innovative, modern tools to make day-to-day tasks 
more efficient. We will retire numerous mission-
critical systems into a single, cloud-based offering 
from Infor that will drive the digital transformation 
critical to our business.”
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